Dear student,

this year our University has selected some real estate agencies which will help you in searching accommodation in our city.
You can refer to them to know availability, prices and all the information you need.
If you will appreciate the accommodation, you can stipulate the agreement directly with the agency.

For checking the minimal conditions that those agencies have to assure you, go to: 

@ Minimal conditions

Please let us know if the minimal conditions are not respected writing to: iss@uniud.it

Have a nice stay in Udine!

Here you can find the list of the three economic operators which provide accommodation in Udine:

1. Immobiliare Cierre s.n.c.
   - via Mazzini n.7/A - 33100 Udine
   - Tel.: +39 0432 289189
   - e-mail: info@immobiliarecierre.it

2. Consorzio Quore (Consorzio di agenzie immobiliari)
   - via Cussignacco n.13 - 33100 Udine
   - Tel.: +39 0432 664266
   - e-mail: ballico@quoreimmobiliare.it

3. Studio Immobiliare “San Giacomo”
   - via San Francesco d’Assisi n.34 - 33100 Udine
   - Tel.: +39 0432 229011
   - e-mail: san-giacomo@libero.it